RUN FOR THE SON 2004

Here are some pictures from my December 2003 trip to Belize and upper Guatemala (Paten). On this trip we rode over 600 km giving away the six motorcycles we were riding. The rough national roads were filled with rocks, potholes, and muddy places. It was good to understand what the Pastors face daily in their service to the LORD. It was an adventure, a blessing and a joy.

Edd McGrath

This is how you cross the Passion River. This is a pontoon ferry. It carries buses, pickups, semi’s.

Or you can cross in one of these boats.

The “roads” were often muddy.

Here I am in the middle after I had fallen in the mud.

This is the goal. We give one of the motorcycles to a happy pastor.

Another of the motorcycles is given to a deserving pastor.

At the end of the trip we stopped by the famous Tikal ruins.

They bring boards in two at a time to construct a church building.

At the end of the trip we stopped by the famous Tikal ruins.

We had to get a motorcycle across a river in a canoe.

It wasn’t easy.

So they laid it down on its side -- Mission accomplished.

Here is the pastor and his family.

This is the home of one of the pastors.

This is the cooking table in the home. It is little different than it would have been 500 years ago.

Yours truly at the beginning of the ride.